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To maximize oven-efficiency
in the 10544A, the heater
current is controlled
by a switching
regulator circuit.
This produces switching transients at about 4 kHz on the
input line and a low level spurious signal on the output.
A version of the oscillator with a dc oven controller
is
available. It should be used when adequate input filtering is difficult
or better than -80 dB nonharmonic
components on the output are required.
To permit optimum
performance
and use of available
voltages, the power inputs for the oscillator/amplifier,
oven controller
and oven circuits
are available separately. However, with a simple external IC regulator, a
single voltage regulated to 10 percent may be used.
CONNECTIONS:
Power and signal connections
are made through a 15pin printed-circuit
connector,
such as CINCH 250-1530-210 (HP Part No.1251-0160).
Connections
are shown
in Figure 2.
INPUT VO~ TAGES:
The oscillator-amplifier
and the oven controller
(.pins 3
and 8) may be connected to the same 11.0 to 13.5 Vdc
source. However, to isolate controller
switching-transients from the oscillator, an LC circuit like that marked
B in Figure 3 is required.
VOLTAGE

FIGURE 1
Outline Drawing
source of +20 to 30 Vdc with negative ground or from a
combination
of negative and positive sources which
combined supply 20 to 30 Vdc. If this done, the positive
oven voltage must be equal to or re
an the oven
con ro er voltage. There must be a current path between
~ese voliag~urces
to return the base drive current
for the oven control transistor.

SOURCES:

The Oscillator
Amplifier
and Oven Controller
should
operate from a +11 to 13.5 Vdc source with negative
ground. The oven voltage may be obtained from a single
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Connect the oscillator through a 15-pin printed-circuit
connector. Allow a 24-hour warm-up time for stabilization before adjusting frequency.
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FIGuRE 3
Voltage
Regulator
us'ing Fairchild
pA 723. (HP Part
No.1826-001
0) TOS Configuration
to supply 11 Y. V to
oscillator/amplifier
and ovel;1 controller.
Circuits A and B
are decoupling
filters.

Temperature
of the oscillator
oven is maintained
by
varying the duty-cycle of the oven input current through
a control transistor. A non-inductive
voltage source is
"required to prevent excessive voltage transients
that
could damage the control transistor.
In addition, it may
be desirable to provide decoupling
between the oven
switching
transients and other circuits operating
from
the same power source. The filter marked A in Figure
3 can be used to provide both the non-inductive
voltage
source and the decoupling
filter.
Power for the 10544A may be obtained from a single
source of +20 to +30 Vdc (15 to 30 Vdc for 0 to 71°C
operation) with 10 percent regulation using a simple IC
regulator.
A suggested
circuit is shown in Figure 3.
The resistor and capacitor connected to terminais 3 and
4 of the IC minimize ripple and noise in the regulated
output. If the decoupling
filter marked Ais used, the
capacitor should be placed close to the pin 14 connection to minilnize
radiation
of the switching
transient
noise.

OVEN MONlTOR:
The output signal at pin 11 (with respect to pin 15) indicates the temperature
condition
of the oscillator oven.
The signal voltage level depends on the value of oven
supply voltage at pins 14 and 15.
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Duty-cycle of the signal at pin 11 depends on the oven
temperature; long duty-cycle
at turn-on and short dutycycle at operating temperature.
The corresponding
dc
voltage monitored with a high-impedance
voltmeter is;
maximum voltage level when the oven is cold (at turnon) and minimum
voltage level when the oven is at
operatinq temperature.

FREQUENCY

ADJUSTMENT:

The crystal in the 10544A oscillator
has the typical
quartz crystal characteristic
of aging (changing
resonant frequency) slow Iy when the unit is off as weil as when
it is operating.
The 10544A crystal is made from high
quality natural quartz and extreme care is exercised to
eliminate
contamination
in the crystal enclosure
to
minimize aging. The oscillator
is aged at the factory
until it reaches the 5x10-10/day aging rate. This rate
can be expected to gradually
decrease and typically
will reach 2.5x10-1o within one year. The coarse tuning
adjustment permits periodic change back to exactly 10
MHz. The adjustment
range is adequate to cover approximately 10 years at the typical aging rate.

Oscillator frequency may be adjusted by using the
turn screwdriver
adjustment
located on the top of
oscillator
case. Fine frequency
adjustments
may
made with a range of :?:1x10-7 using -5 to +5 volts
as a tuning source.

A simple
loscope
adjusted
drift can

18the
be
dc

method of frequency adjustment
is the "oscildrift'~ rl"\ethod. The oscillator frequency may be
against a reference or "house" standard and
be monitored.

Methods for measuring frequency are described in HP
Application
Note 52-2. For minimum distortion
the OScillator output should be terminated
with a 1000-ohm
load.

OPERATIONAL

TESTS:

Apply the proper input voltages and allow the output
frequency
to stabilize for 24-hours. Adjust the output
frequency to 10 MHz as described under FREQUENCY
ADJUSTMENT
and check the output voltage with an
RF Voltmeter or calibrated oscilloscope.
Be sure to terminate the output with a 1000-ohm load. If the output
voltage or frequency is not within specification,
check
the input voltages and determine
that the regulation
and noise are within specification.
If the input power or
current are substantially
different from those shown in
the specifications,
return the oscillator to HP for repair.
The oven input power should decrease within a few
minutes after turn-on as the oven temperature stabilizes.
Continued
full input power indicates a malfunction
of
the oven controller
and will damage the oscillator
by
overheating.
SERVICE:
The 10544A is designed for factory repair only. Field
repair should not be attempted.
Repairs are handled
promptly
on an ex change basis through
the nearest
HP Sales and Service Office.
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